THE MAN IN THE HOUSEBOAT
CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS

Main Characters
Robert “Rob” Clayton – male. Young socially-awkward human with Asperger’s Syndrome,
mid-20s. Lived as a hermit in his houseboat Particle, prefers his own company as lives by
his own “book” of social rules. Earns some money by writing online journals to scientific. He
is appointed a dangerous task to avoid the Jiderak Foundation Plant from destroying Jatlas.

Mitaka – female. The Ambassador and creator of the planet Jatlas. Seasoned warrior from
the Hodish War, the events which led to Mitaka creating the planet to hide a machine
component. The last Eklyt in existence, treats the Jatlian gods as if they were old drinking
buddies, except for honouring one of them (her fiancée).

Brinader Dathn – male. Commander of the Elocnale Army. Highly trained and regimentally
disciplined, devoted towards Elocnale and indeed the whole planet. Willing to accompany
Mitaka on Rob’s journey to introduce him to the new world. Implied to have a crush on
Mitaka, great believer of the Jatlian gods.

Kovial Gosver – male. Captain of the Guard to the Elocnale Army, second-in-command to
the Brinader. Not as maturely tempered as Dathn. Assists Mitaka and Dathn introduce Rob
to Jatlas. Proud to be from Elocnale (the city and the nation) Tells Rob how Mitaka created
the planet Jatlas.

Supporting Characters
Couscous – male/female. Rob’s pet cat who volunteers to be upgraded as a more
intelligent lifeform. Becomes more intelligent and technologically skilled. Work life revolves
around the Sitash System, but still maintains devotion to Rob, secretly helping him defeat
the villains.

Paac – male/female. A cyborg that assists the Odisator in the Embassy and Mitaka with the
Sitash System. Assertive and concise in dialogue with no emotion.

Sitash System – male/female. Sentient AI technology built-in a station behind the throne
room in the Elocnale Embassy. Portrayed as a disembodied voice.

Odisator Gavrae– male. The President of Elocnale, open-minded to Mitaka’s investigations
into Rob’s sudden appearance. He appears to be an unorthodox leader, treating the ‘social
rules’ of his own power with leniency, such as not wearing his crown. Oblivious to the
schemes of his sub-ordinate Serathun.

Odisator-Vin Serathun Tazaak – male. The Vice-President or Prime Minister of Elocnale
who bought his way into his position. He has been secretly embezzling government funds
into the Jiderak Foundation Plant, co-conspiring with his son Perothun and the rest of the
Tazaak family.

Perothun Tazaak – male/female. Son of Serathun Tazaak, founder of the Jiderak
Foundation Plant, wanted criminal for embezzling funds. Not as rational or mentally
balanced as his father. OTT in villainous line delivery (like a Disney villain).

